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Your business challenges How Mineral Intelligence works 

Surprises: No business wants to react to surprises — but rather 
proactively act before a new HR and compliance situation arises.

Business growth: As your business grows or changes 
and you update the online profile on the Mineral Platform, 
Mineral Intelligence immediately displays critical laws 
that now apply. 
 
Proactive compliance alerts: As key laws or near-term 
compliance changes, Mineral Intelligence sends you the 
regulatory insights that are relevant to your business – 
through email and Mineral Platform notifications. 
 
Dashboards: Intuitive and personalized dashboards help 
you quickly visualize near-future compliance obligations.

Competing demands: It takes time to sift through and understand 
your compliance obligations under the many federal and state laws 
— all while running a business. 

Key and relevant laws: Only those HR-related related laws 
and compliance insights relevant to your business are 
presented on the Mineral Platform. You can also browse 
the Mineral Compliance Library* for additional laws and 
other helpful content.

Lack of HR expertise: Compliance requirements are difficult to 
interpret and distill into necessary company actions.

Clear targeted guidance: Based on your employee count 
and locations, Mineral Intelligence provides just those HR 
and compliance insights you need. These insights contain 
distilled summaries and bite-sized action items so that you 
can interpret your requirements and quickly take action. 
 
To-Do lists*: Through Mineral Intelligence, the right tasks 
and resources are recommended providing quick guidance 
on what to do next.

Business risk: When compliance obligations are missed, it can result 
in unexpected costs and time to resolve, posing risk to the company.

Reduced risk: Mineral Intelligence’s timely and targeted 
guidance provides clear and proactive action items to 
reduce risk and unexpected costs to your business.

 *Available through Mineral Essentials and Mineral Basics
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With Mineral Intelligence, businesses stay ahead of compliance.
Every small to medium-sized business wants to be equipped to handle new challenges as each 
new situation arises. When it comes to the ever-changing and complex HR and compliance 
landscape, it’s difficult to keep up — and run a business all at the same time.

That’s where Mineral Intelligence makes the difference: 
its concise and targeted guidance helps you prepare for upcoming HR compliance challenges. The bottom line: through the power of 
Mineral Intelligence, you can shift from reacting to new HR and compliance changes to becoming proactive and in control.



Delivers the
changes that apply

just for your business.

Mineral Intelligence™

You joined the Mineral Platform™. You
can review and update your profile as
needed such as adding employees or

a business location in a new state. 

New state or federal
laws emerge.

State or federal laws 
are updated or change.

Existing compliance
obligations remain.

Monitors for
changes 24/7.

When there are changes, whether through compliance changes or your business you can:

Receive timely notifications
that help you stay compliant.1 View laws and insights that apply

to your business on your dashboard.2 Review concise, easy-to-understand
action items relevant to your business.3

1

2

3
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Mineral Intelligence works as an integral part of the Mineral Platform, 
sending you proactive notifications as your business data changes.

How Mineral 
Intelligence works:

Mineral Intelligence: 

• Integrates with Mineral Platform and products

• Monitors over 3,000 federal and state  
pieces of legislation each year

• Leverages a robust HR Compliance Library that contains 
over 3,000 laws, guides, resources, and documents 
to help upscale your compliance knowledge*

• Continuously monitors for any changes 
you make to your business profile 

• Works with Mineral Platform Law Alerts to make sure 
you’re updated when laws change or are updated 

• Points to the relevant law pages on the Mineral Platform 

• Provides bite-sized compliance action items and a to-do 
list so you can easily organize and tackle 
your compliance obligations

• Provides “New to State” insights when a new state 
is added to your company profile so you can get a 
quick understanding of what you need to keep in 
mind as you do business in the new state

• Shows, through a dashboard, any upcoming obligations 
based on potential changes to your business profile 
and data

• Accesses content that is continuously 
updated by Mineral Experts™

It combines data and technology — and the guidance from certified legal and HR teams — then presents personalized messages 
with concise actions so you know the exact next steps to take.

 *Available through Mineral Essentials and Mineral Basics
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The above dashboard displays Federal regulations that may soon apply to a specific business as it increases in employee count.

What truly sets Mineral Intelligence apart is the deep wisdom 
of Mineral’s exceptional HR and legal experts: they provide that 
very essential human insight, curating and creating each piece 
of content that Mineral Intelligence identifies and leverages for 
your business. For example, our experts identify what is needed 
if your business ever expands to a new state including hiring, 

terminating, and note-worthy laws unique to the state. Mineral 
Intelligence delivers that information to you when you need it.

At Mineral, our whole goal is to provide your business with the 
best HR and compliance guidance possible — and it always 
starts with our team’s deep practical expertise and advice.

More businesses today are interested in harnessing intelligent 
technologies, and Mineral Intelligence delivers.

It’s all about receiving the 
best content and guidance.



About Mineral 
Trusted by more than 1 million companies, Mineral combines data, technology, and human expertise to take the guesswork out of HR and compliance.  
Partnering with insurance brokers, PEOs and HCMs, Mineral has built the largest HR community in the U.S. Mineral was formerly known as ThinkHR and 
Mammoth. Learn more: trustmineral.com.   ©2023 Mineral, Inc.   Brochure-Mineral-Intelligence-Clients-BB-20231114

MINERAL INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY BENEFITS

Keep up with the challenges 
and complexities of HR 
and compliance 

Save time spent on 
compliance research

Improve HR practices to 
positively impact hiring and 
retention of strong talent 

Lower business risk

Because Mineral Intelligence keeps track of changes 24/7 and sends proactive notifications that are personalized to your 
business, you are better able to: 

To learn more, visit trustmineral.com.

Get ahead of the compliance curve. 
Mineral Intelligence brings data, technology and human expertise together to help you tackle HR and compliance challenges and is 
included in the Mineral Platform. At Mineral, we take the guesswork out of HR and compliance.

When expanding to a new state, Mineral Intelligence provides applicable information and action items.
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